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Abstract. The power grid data quality is the key factor which will affect various applications of smart 
grid power dispatch control system, and Power system state estimation results implied the problems 
in power grid data. The existing state estimation evaluation index is relatively single, and the analytic 
result of the power grid is not comprehensive. According to the indexes that affect the accuracy of 
state estimation, this paper puts forward a evaluation method of power grid data quality. The selection 
of evaluation indexes must follow with the identification and redundancy principles. Selected several 
typical indexes as an example, and used analytic hierarchy process to determine the weight of those 
indexes. Illustrated by the case of actual power system, the results show that the evaluation method is 
very effective and can reflect the hidden problem of grid model and data. Also, the evaluation result 
can provide guidance for the improvement of quality level of power grid model and data. 

Introduction 
The quality of basic model data is the key factor which affects various applications of smart grid 

power dispatch control system. Power system state estimation is the basic module of Energy 
Management System. Compare with the measured data, the state estimation can provide a more 
accurate, more logical and more complete data to the other power network analysis software 
[1].Therefore, the accuracy of state estimation result has a great impact on other applications. 

In the domestic and abroad, some researches have been done to improve the accuracy of state 
estimation, such as the detection and identification of bad data, the robust state estimation, parameter 
identification and estimation, PMU mixed state estimation and so on[2-8]. But in fact, because we 
don't know the true value of the measurement, how to evaluate the state estimation result is a problem 
to be solved. 

At present, it is not a lot of studies about the evaluation of the state estimation results, paper[9-10] 
put forward a evaluation index of estimation results under unknown state; based on cross entropy and 
zero injection mismatch, a new method for estimating the accuracy of state estimation  is presented in 
paper[11]; the paper[12] puts forward some evaluation function of the given systems, such as linear 
function, quadratic function, square sum function, square sum exponential function, and so on; in 
paper[8], the diagonal elements of covariance matrix of the state estimation error is used to estimate 
the accuracy of the state estimation error; in paper[13], the estimation error variance and the variance 
of measurement error are compared. When the error variance of the estimation error is smaller than 
the original measurement error variance, the state estimation plays a filtering effect. 

It has many factors which affect the accuracy of the state estimation results, such as the model of 
power network (topological relations, equipment parameters, model integrity), measurement data 
(measured bad data, measurement accuracy, impact load, measured time is not synchronized), etc. 
Despite the above research is done in some certain aspect of the state estimation, there are still lack of 
a comprehensive evaluation method of state estimation results. 

In this paper, we analyze the current situation of the evaluation of the state estimation results, and 
put forward a a comprehensive evaluation method based on some influence facts. Through the case of 
the actual power grid system, four typical indexes are chosen as an example to illustrate that the 
comprehensive evaluation method can reflect the problem in the data of network model, and to guide 
the improvement of the data integrity. 
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Present Situation of State Estimation Evaluation 
The State Grid Corporation provides two indicators for assessing the state estimation: the qualified 

rate of telemetry and the average of voltage residuals[14,15]. In 2013, the State Grid Corporation 
makes the qualified rate of telemetry as an index for performance check, the index is mainly 
determined by the residuals of estimated value and the measured value, measurement reference value 
and qualified threshold (active power≤2%, reactive power≤3%, voltage≤0.5%). This evaluation 
criterion which has a good guidance function to improve the quality of basic data and basic model has 
certain rationality, and it can improve the operation and application level of dispatch and control 
system of smart grid.  

Theoretically, the qualified rate and the accuracy of the state estimation are evaluated with the 
error of state estimation and true value, but we can’t get the true value of measurement. In fact, in the 
case of no bad data and model errors, the obtained state estimate value is credible when the 
convergence is calculated by the correct algorithm [16]. 

Actually, there are many factors which affect the accuracy of the state estimation results[17], such 
as the model of power network (topological relations, equipment parameters, model integrity), 
measurement data (measured bad data, measurement accuracy, impact load, measured time is not 
synchronized), etc.  

Therefore, the single index of evaluation can lead to a high level of qualified rate, but the results 
are seriously deviated from the real state of the system [11], can not fully meet the needs of the 
follow-up application of the state estimation results, and can not be used to refine the difference of 
data, and can not reflect the problems of power grid basic data. In a sense, the qualified rate of 
telemetry reflects the error correction function of state estimation for the power grid model and the 
grid data. 

Through the study of various evaluation index of state estimation, this paper shows that the 
multiple index comprehensive evaluation method can reflect the problem of model data of the power 
grid. This paper provides theoretical support for improving the quality of power grid data and the 
reliability of the state estimation results. 

Comprehensive Evaluation Method 
The comprehensive evaluation method uses several factors affecting the accuracy of the state 

estimation results, and makes an overall evaluation of the accuracy of the calculation results[18]. 
Namely, this method classifies and sorts the accuracy of the calculation results of the state estimation 
according to the given target. 

Selection of Index. Compared with the previous evaluation method which only considers the 
effect of qualified rate of telemetry, the comprehensive evaluation method has the advantage of 
considering the effect of multiple index on the accuracy of state estimation results, such as model 
integrity, accuracy of parameters, accuracy of telemetry and correctness of teleindication action 
signal. In this method, the evaluation target is divided into different subsystems, and then subdivided 
into more specific index. Each evaluation subsystem has a certain independence, which can reflect 
the characteristics of the system, but also they can be combined in a fully reflection of the system 
status. 

In this method, the factors that affect the accuracy of the calculation results of state estimation are 
divided into the model type, data type, and management type and so on. The model type is subdivided 
into topological relations, model parameters and model integrity. The data type is subdivided into the 
teleindication signal, the bad data, the measurement accuracy and the un-synchronized time of data. 
Management type mainly refers to the subordinate relationship between the power dispatch. 

Principles of Comprehensive Evaluation Method. The optimization of the evaluation index is 
to make clear the independence and correlation between each index, and complete the logical test of 
single evaluation index and the integrated test of the comprehensive evaluation index. 

For the comprehensive evaluation of the state estimation results, the following two basic principles 
are very important: the identification principle and the redundancy principle. “Identification” is the 
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ability of the evaluation index to distinguish the characteristics of each evaluation target. In order to 
distinguish the level of basic data and basic model in different regions, such as the threshold of 
qualified rate will affect the qualified rate of telemetry, it is easy to appear many areas with the same 
qualified rate, the distinction is not obvious, while the accuracy of telemetry and regional objective 
function have a better distinguish ability than the qualified rate of telemetry. 

"Redundancy" means that the degree of mutual independence between each index, which can be 
calculated by the correlation coefficient or similar coefficient. The redundancy is better, the more 
independent the index is. So those indexes can reflect the problem of the basic data and basic model 
from more angles. 

Typical Evaluation Index of State Estimation 
Qualified Rate of Telemetry in State Estimation Currently, the qualified rate of telemetry in 

state estimation is the most widely used evaluation index. It can be calculated by the formula: 

%100×=
N
NR a

telemetry                                                                                                                          (1) 

The Rtelemetry is the qualified rate of telemetry in state estimation; N is the total number of telemetry, 
include telemetry of bad data; Na is the number of qualified telemetry points which their telemetry 
estimated value is less than the threshold value. 

Inaccuracy of State Estimation Telemetry. The inaccuracy of state estimation telemetry is the 
degree of deviation between the state estimation and the measured value. The state estimation results 
will be more accurate, if the inaccuracy of the state estimation telemetry get lower. 
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Ja is the inaccuracy of state estimation; xi is an element of the N dimensional vector of state 
estimation value; yi is an element of the N dimensional vector of measured value; σi is an element of 
the N dimensional vector of standard deviation of measurement error. 

Unbalanced Degree of Bus Power. The unbalanced degree of bus power is the difference 
between the input bus power and the output bus power. It can not only reflect the accuracy and 
reliability of the measurement and control device, but also an important index to evaluate the balance 
between power supply and power consumption. 

According to Kirchhoff’s current law, the state estimates strictly meet the bus power balance 
condition, so the bus unbalanced power has a great impact on the state estimation results. The 
calculation formula is as follows: 
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Sj
in for the input power of the bus j; Sj

out for the output power of the bus j;Sj
B for the reference power 

of the bus j, which determined by the voltage level of bus j; m is the amount of the calculation buses. 
Correct Rate of Teleindication Action Signal. In the process of power grid operation, there may 

be a wrong teleindication signal, which will lead to the power grid topology error, and become the 
hidden danger trouble of the power grid operation. The correct rate of teleindication action signal is a 
reflection of the problem of telemechanic equipment, switch status, signal transmission channel, was 
defined as: 
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Nrf is the number of switch refused action; Nin is the number of switch incorrect action; Nop is the 
total number of switch action, the sum of the number of correct action ,refused action and incorrect 
action. 

The accuracy of the state estimation model is ensured by the correctness of the teleindication 
action signal. 

Weight of Index 
The effect of each index on the evaluation object is different; we use the Analytic Hierarchy 

Process to determine the weight coefficient of each evaluation index [19,20].  
AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) is a systematic analysis method which combines qualitative 

analysis and quantitative analysis. By comparing the important degree of the evaluation index, the 
judgment matrix is formed, and the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the 
judgment matrix is obtained. Then the normalized eigenvector is the weight of each evaluation index. 
Finally, the consistency of the judgment matrix is checked. If the check pass, the weight of index is 
reasonable; but if the check does not pass, the judgment matrix need to be re-adjusted, and the weight 
of index need to be re-calculate. 

The results of the comprehensive evaluation on the state estimate can be recorded as: 
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wi is the weight of the evaluation index according to the judgment matrix; yi is the result of each 
evaluation index; and y is the comprehensive evaluation result. 

In order to eliminate the influence caused by the difference of order of magnitude and the 
difference of the dimension of each index , the evaluation index is needed to do the dimensionless 
data processing. 
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i is the serial number of different regions in each index; j is the serial number of different index; yij
* 

is the numerical value of the index after dimensionless data processing. 

Case Analysis of Actual Power Grid 
In order to show the application of the comprehensive evaluation method in the actual power 

system, and demonstrate the rationality of the evaluation index, we select a certain state estimation 
result of the smart grid dispatch control system for analysis. The analysis of this section is to find out 
the problems in the network model and data by using the comprehensive evaluation method, and the 
weights of the selected indexes are 0.2. 

The inaccuracy of active and reactive power telemetry, the unbalanced degree of bus active power 
are minimum indexes. The smaller value of these minimum indexes, the better result of evaluation. 
Also the qualified rate of telemetry and the correct rate of teleindication action signal are maximum 
indexes. If the value of these maximum indexes is bigger, the evaluation results will be better. By the 
method of vector normalization, the value of comprehensive evaluation index of each region is 
obtained according to the weight of each index. 
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Table 1 Statistical information for state estimation results of a power grid 

Region 

Qualified 
Rate of 
Telemetry in 
State 
Estimation 

Inaccuracy 
of Active 
Power 
Telemetry 

Inaccuracy 
of Reactive 
Power 
Telemetry 

Unbalanced 
Degree of 
Bus Active 
Power 

Correct 
Rate of 
Teleindicati
on Action 
Signal 

Result of 
Evaluation 

A 99.88 0.0462 0.0034 14.543 100 0.345 
B 99.92 0.0088 0.0042 5.211 100 0.413 
C 99.97 0.0493 0.0022 3.178 100 0.429 
D 99.93 0.0033 0.0150 1.565 100 0.576 
Through the statistical information of Table 1, it can be seen that the Region C gets the highest 

qualified rate of telemetry in state estimation, but the Region C also gets the highest inaccuracy of 
active power telemetry. This shows that the Region C has a highly qualified rate of telemetry, but the 
estimated result of active power is the worst. 

The statistical result of inaccuracy of active power telemetry in Region C is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig 1 Distribution of telemetry inaccuracy of power grid 

As we can see from Figure 1, most of the inaccuracy of telemetry is less than 0.01. However, after 
analyze all the of telemetry, we found one inaccuracy is as high as 470.85, which located in the bus 
with 86MW of unbalanced active power. After the problem of unbalanced active power has been 
solved, the change of the qualified rate of telemetry is small, but the inaccuracy of active power 
telemetry is reduced to 0.005, and the unbalanced degree of bus active power is reduced to 2.86. 

The Region A has the lowest qualified rate of telemetry in state estimation, the inaccuracy of 
active and reactive power is not the highest, but its unbalanced degree of bus active power is much 
larger than that of other region. Therefore, we thought the mainly problem of Region A is the 
unbalance of bus active power. After the several main bus power are adjusted to balance which in 
Region A, the inaccuracy of active power telemetry is reduced to 0.016, the inaccuracy of reactive 
power telemetry is reduced to 0.003, and the unbalanced degree of bus active power is reduced to 
10.583. Even so, there is still active power unbalance in some bus. 

In the Region D, the accuracy degree of active power telemetry and the unbalanced degree of the 
bus active power are better than those of the Region C, but the qualified rate of telemetry is still lower 
than that of the Region C. It shows that the estimation of reactive power has a great influence on the 
qualified rate of telemetry in Region D, and the problem is mainly concentrated on the telemetry of 
reactive power and voltage. At the same time, based on the value of comprehensive evaluation index, 
the Region D is better on the quality level of data than Region C, but Region D is worse on qualified 
rate of telemetry than Region C. It shows that the inaccuracy of active power telemetry and 
unbalanced degree of bus active power have a good effect on distinguishing the quality level of power 
grid basic data. 
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In summary, the single qualified rate of state estimation can not fully reflect the level of the state 
estimation and the hidden problems, combined with the accuracy degree of the telemetry, the 
unbalanced degree of the bus power and the accuracy degree of the teleindication action signal, can 
provide a higher distinguish degree of the evaluation of the state estimation results, but also can 
reflect the hidden problem of the grid model and data. 

Summary 
The existing state estimation evaluation index is single, and the analytic result of the power grid is 

not comprehensive. Based on the indexes that affect the accuracy of state estimation result, this paper 
puts forward a comprehensive evaluation method of state estimation. There are two basic principles 
of index selection are very important: the principle of identification and the principle of redundancy. 
By selected the qualified rate of telemetry, the inaccuracy of telemetry, the unbalanced degree of bus 
power and the correct rate of teleindication action signal as four evaluation indexes, and illustrated by 
the case of actual power system, the results show that the evaluation method is very effective and can 
reflect the hidden problem of grid model and data. Also, the evaluation result of state estimation can 
promote the quality level of basic data of the power grid. 
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